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TIPS OF CHOOSING RIGHT TILES 
 

  

LIVING & DINING  

 

Non-slip tiles are recommended especially if you have small children and elderly 

persons at home. Alternatively, you can consider smaller tiles with more grout lines 

that would be less slippery. Low maintenance tiles on the dining room floor will make 

easy cleaning. Or mirror polished tiles have an elegant shine that transforms your floor 

into a luxurious plane. 

We recommend the use of larger, matt tiles for safety precautions as there are less 

joints, and it’s safer or the elderly and children to walk on the surface. The best 

advantage of a large sized tile is that it’s much easier to clean and has less germ 

buildup. 

 

KITCHEN  

 

You have to choose low maintenance tiles with durability, chemical resistant and slip 

resistance as they only require regular cleaning with household detergents. Counter 

tops could be tiled for hot spots to sit on. Work tops and food preparation areas should 

be protected with high mechanical strength tiles for easy maintenance. 

 

BATHROOM  

 

Choose non-slip tiles with low water absorption properties and high chemical 

resistance to bath foams, soap, shampoo, chemical cleaners and disinfectants to 

ensure low maintenance. Use tiles for creative color combination on walls and floor to 

give you bets visual relaxation. 

You should use tiles with pleasant color combination that help create a comfortable 

and relaxing environment. It will relax you and ease your mind from a long hard-

working day. Its aesthetic appeal is incomparable. 

 

CAR PORCH & DRIVEWAYS  

 

Not only should non-slip, high mechanical strength tiles be considered, smaller-sized 

tiles with more grout lines may provide additional slip resistance and can be another 

option. 
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POOL & GARDEN  

 

Your garden can be improved with easy maintenance tiles. Tiles with low water 

absorption and high slip resistance are suitable for the pool area. 

 

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 

 

Tiles for commercial and public areas should be durable, non-slip, easy to maintain 

and look clean as well as be chemical resistant. 

 

SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS 

 

We use the safest quality of tiles and maintain the highest standard of technology to 

bring tiles that are much more durable, more chemical resistant, less slippery and 

 

PUBLIC AREA 

 

Our aesthetic tiles create better and suitable environment to make surroundings suit 

your lifestyle. 


